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Syntactic-Semantic Interface in
Hebrew
The syntax-semantics interface is concerned
with the relationship between two kinds of
recursive procedures, namely, the procedures
that generate sentences in a given language and
the procedures that assign meaning to those
sentences. This entry reviews this complex relationship in light of research in generative linguistic theory.
Natural language often challenges speakers
to derive salient differences in meaning from
superﬁcially similar expressions. For example, sentence (1) implies that Danny will do
his homework himself, while in (2), Danny’s
teacher will do his homework for him.
(1) דני הבטיח למורה לעשות את שיעורי הבית שלו
dani
hiv†iaîx
la-mora
la≠a«ot
Danny promised to.the-teacher to.do
±et
ši ≠ure
ha-bayit
šelo
acc
lessons
the-house
his
‘Danny promised the teacher to do his
homework’.
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(2) דני שכנע את המורה לעשות את שיעורי הבית

שלו
dani
šixnea≠
Danny convinced
±et
ši ≠ure
acc
lessons
‘Danny convinced
homework’.

±et

ha-mora
la≠a«ot
the-teacher to.do
ha-bayit
šelo
the-house
his
the teacher to do his
ACC

How are these types of distinct interpretations
computed? Every natural-language sentence is
associated with a hierarchical structure, often
diagrammed as a ‘syntactic tree’. A central idea
of ‘generative syntax’ is that the structure of
the sentence is produced by a recursive procedure, ‘Merge’, which composes linguistic structure into more complex structure (Chomsky
1995:226). Within generative linguistic theory
recursion is a key ingredient in understanding
the human linguistic capacity to produce and
comprehend a potentially inﬁnite number of
sentences with ﬁnite means. Semantics is concerned with understanding the meaning of such
sentences. The ‘semantic competence’ of speakers may be understood as the ability, when
presented with an utterance and a situation,
to tell whether the sentence, in that situation,
is true or false (Cresswell 1987). Semanticists
are therefore concerned with understanding
how the ‘truth conditions’ of sentences are
computed by speakers (Tarski 1944). To deal
with the recursive nature of syntax, semanticists have offered a variety of hypotheses about
the recursive procedures that assign meaning to
a sentence based on the meaning of its parts.
Hypotheses concerning the syntax-semantics
interface are thus concerned with the relationship between the recursive procedures of syntax
and the recursive procedures of semantics.
In the model of this relationship proposed by
Heim and Kratzer (1998) (which is one of the
most widely accepted proposals), syntactic rules
derive a hierarchical constituent structure called
‘Logical Form’ for each sentence and compositional semantic interpretation rules operate
directly on that structure. The ‘principle of compositionality’, suggested by Frege (1879), is the
idea that the meaning of a sentence is derived
from the meanings of its parts and the syntactic
operations that combine these parts.
A major point of controversy is how strictly
compositionality applies. In some theories there
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is a complete homomorphism between syntax
and semantics. Under this ‘strong’ interpretation
of compositionality, the meanings of sentences
are fully determined by the meanings of their
constituents and how they are combined (Montague 1970; Fodor and Lepore 2002). Alternative theories allow for semantic rules that do not
correspond to any syntactic process. In these
theories each syntactic step still corresponds
to a semantic step, but there is an additional
inventory of purely semantic rules that serve to
change the meaning of a constituent to ‘ﬁt’ that
of another (Partee and Rooth 1983; Hendriks
1988; Jacobson 1999; Barker 2002).
1. M e a n s o f S e m a n t i c
Composition
Although syntax and semantics are autonomous
recursive procedures, the structures generated
by the two procedures are mostly isomorphic:
a phrase that forms a syntactic constituent usually forms a semantic constituent as well (Partee 1975:213 and others). In the Heim-Kratzer
model, there are three common semantic processes that serve to derive the interpretation of
a syntactically complex phrase from the interpretation of its parts.
Functional application (FA). The task of a
theory of semantic interpretation is to characterize how elements in a syntactic string relate
to one another. This depends on how the meanings of the elementary building blocks (the
lexical items that form the terminal nodes of a
syntactic tree) are conceptualized. Functional
application (FA)—so called because it applies
a function to its arguments—is one way to
interpret a branching constituent produced in
the syntax. FA applies when the relationship
between two syntactic elements is one of ‘selection’, such that one element denotes a function
that selects another element as an argument.
A typical instance is the selectional relation
between a verb and its complements, known
as ‘predication’ (alternatively: ‘θ-marking’
[i.e., theta-marking] or ‘thematic role assignment’). One basic property of predication is the
‘θ-criterion’ (Chomsky 1981:36), which requires
that there exist a one-to-one relation between
potential argument positions of a predicate and
actually supplied arguments. For example, the
verb  הרסharas ‘destroyed’ in (3a) must contain

a single nominal in its subject position; (3b)
shows that two nominals are too many and (3c)
shows that none is not enough. (3d) shows that
‘destroy’ must occur in the context of a Noun
Phrase (NP) that can be interpreted as its object.
(3a) דני הרס את ארמון החול
dani
haras
±et
±armon ha-îxol
Danny destroyed ACC castle the-sand
‘Danny destroyed the sand castle’.
(3b) *דני יוסי הרס את ארמון החול
*dani yosi haras ±et ±armon ha-îxol
(3c) *הרס את ארמון החול
*haras ±et ±armon ha-îxol
(3d) *דני הרס
*dani haras
The relationship between the verb and the
NPs in (3) is a basic semantic question. The
observed one-to-one correspondence has motivated an analysis of verbs as mathematical
functions. Crucially, an n-ary mathematical
function requires exactly n arguments and is
mapped to exactly one result, rendering the
one-to-one property of predication predictable.
So, for example, the meaning of the Verb
Phrase (VP) ‘destroyed the sand castle’ is a
function that takes one argument and returns
either True or False as a result, depending on
whether the sentence is true or false.
The phrase ‘destroyed the sand castle’ is itself
semantically complex, involving one further
predication relation. Consequently the semantic analysis of such a VP requires higher-order
functions such as those explored in the works of
Schönenﬁnkel (1924) and Curry (1930): a function whose result is itself a function. A transitive
verb like ‘destroy’ is thus a function that, after
applying to one argument (the object), yields as
its result a function that can be combined with
the subject, returning a truth value.
In order to deﬁne and apply functions to
one another, the literature on semantics has
adopted ‘lambda calculus’, ﬁrst introduced by
Church in the 1930s (1936; 1941). The format
of a lambda expression is
(4) λ [parameter] . [body of the function]
where the parameter deﬁnes the kinds of arguments on which the functions operates (e.g.,
numbers or individuals), and the body of the
function gives the rules for computing the func-
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tion’s value. Thus, the function that takes an
individual and returns its mother is given in (5):
(5) λx. mother-of(x)
In lambda notation, the denotation of ‘destroy’
can be given as follows:
(6) λy.λx. destroy(y)(x)
(where ‘destroy(y)(x)’ means ‘x destroys y’)
Every time a function is applied to its syntactic
sister, the denotation of the sister replaces the
variable in the function, and the corresponding lambda term is erased to indicate saturation of the argument. The tree diagram in (7)
below illustrates this derivation process for
sentence (3a). For the sake of simplicity,  את±et
is assumed to be an accusative marker that does
not contribute any semantic meaning.
(7)
Tree 1: Functional application
destroy(the sand castle)(Danny)

dani

λx. destroy(the sand castle)(x)
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Predicate modiﬁcation (PM). A second way of
interpreting a branching constituent is Predicate Modiﬁcation. The denotation of such a
constituent is derived by intersecting the denotations of the two constituents it dominates.
This method goes back to Quine (1960).
PM is used to interpret modiﬁed verbs and
nouns. For example, the adjective ‘blond’ in
(10) below presumably does not stand in a
predicate-argument relation with either ‘Dina’
or ‘girl’, and thus cannot be straightforwardly
analyzed using FA.
(10) דינה היא ילדה בלונדינית
dina
hi
yalda
Dina
copula
girl
‘Dina is a blond girl’.

blondinit
blond

The predicate ‘blond girl’ is true of all individuals who are girls and are blond. This meaning
is derived systematically from the meanings
of ‘blond’ and ‘girl,’ by intersecting the two
predicates. The tree diagram below graphically
illustrates how the meaning of (10) is derived
using PM:
(11)
Tree 2: Predicate modiﬁcation

λx. girl(x) & blond(x)
haras
λy.λx. destroy(y)(x)

±et ±armon ha-îxol
yalda

FA is not limited to verb-complement and
subject-VP combinations. It has been argued
to apply in such cases as an adjective and a
noun joined by a copula as in (8), and two
nouns joined by a copula, as in (9). The copula
is regarded as semantically empty (i.e., a purely
formal element) and the adjective in (8) is
assumed to be a function from individuals to
truth values, mapping exactly the blond individuals onto True (see Rothstein 1983).
(8) דינה היא בלונדינית
dina
hi
Dina
copula
‘Dina is blond’.

blondinit
blond

(9) דינה היא ילדה
dina
hi
Dina
copula
‘Dina is a girl’.

yalda
girl

λx. girl(x)

blondinit
λx. blond(x)

Predicate abstraction (PA). Predicate (lambda)
abstraction is the operation that converts a
formula into a predicate by binding a free variable within the formula to a lambda operator
(Church 1941:5). PA is useful in the analysis of
relative clauses, which have the surface syntax of
sentences, but function semantically as modiﬁers
(Quine 1960:110f.). By converting the formula
into a predicate, it becomes possible to combine
it with other predicates in the sentence, as is
required, for example, in the case of example
(12) below. Example (12) is true only in the case
that Dina is a girl and Danny loves her (=Dina).
If the meaning of the relative clause in (12) is
the same as that of a regular sentence, then that
meaning would be a truth value, which cannot
be combined with the meaning of the predicate
‘girl’ using PM. The relative clause must ﬁrst be
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converted into a predicate using PA, and only
then combined with ‘girl’ using PM.

seems to consist only of a verb plus agreement
morphology, and an (optional) object.

(12) דינה היא ילדה שאותה דני אוהב
dina
hi
yalda
še-±ota(h)
Dina
copula
girl
that-ACC.her
dani
±ohev
Danny loves
‘Dina is a girl whom Danny loves’.

(15) אכלתי עוגה
±axalti
≠uga
ate.1cs cake
‘I ate a/some cake’.

Syntacticians have argued that the relative pronoun in (12) is related in some way to an argument position of the verb in the relative clause.
In the following, it is assumed that this relationship is established by syntactic movement of the
relative pronoun to an initial position of the
relative clause, as in (13):
(13) whox Danny loves x
The tree diagram below illustrates how predicate abstraction is applied to the VP in example
(12). For the sake of simplicity, as in the case
of the copula and the accusative marker, the
relative pronoun is assumed to be semantically
empty:
(14)
Tree 3: Predicate abstraction

λx. girl(x) & loves(x)(Danny)
yalda

(via PM)

λx. loves(x)(Danny)

(via PA)

loves(x)(Danny)

(via FA)

λx. girl(x)
λx
dani

λz. loves(x)(z)
±ohev

λy.λz. loves(y)(z)

(via FA)

±ota
x

2. S y n t a x - S e m a n t i c s
Mismatches
Pro-drop languages. When the semantics of
verbs is considered in more detail, it turns out
that the view that predication in syntax and
functional application in semantics are in a oneto-one correspondence calls for an expansion
of the theory. In Hebrew, pronominal arguments of a verb need not be realized overtly in
some cases. Rather, in such cases, the sentence

Clearly, this verb-based expression constitutes a
full-ﬂedged saturated sentence with truth conditions. However, the תי- -ti sufﬁx is not a pronominal argument of the verb, as can be inferred
from the fact that (15) has the same truth conditions and meaning as (16). Rather, תי- -ti simply
marks agreement morphology on the verb. Thus,
according to this type of syntactic analysis, the
verb in (15) has no apparent argument to take as
its subject, posing a problem for the account of
predication as functional application.
(16) אני אכלתי עוגה
±ani
±axalti
I
ate.1cs
‘I ate a/some cake’.

≠uga
cake

One common solution to this problem is to
assume that in Hebrew, as in many other languages, pronominal arguments may (in some
cases, must) not be realized overtly. Rather,
they are realized by a null (unpronounced) element called ‘pro’, whose denotation is resolved
using the discourse content and the agreement
features on the verb. Languages that allow
this syntactic conﬁguration are thus termed
‘pro-drop languages’ (e.g., Taraldsen 1978;
Chomsky 1982; Rizzi 1986). Adopting this
hypothesis allows for the preservation of the
one-to-one correspondence between syntax and
semantics and the derivation of truth conditions for sentences such as (15) using FA in the
usual way.
Resumptive pronouns. A resumptive pronoun
is a pronoun in a relative clause which occupies
a position in that clause from which an element
(the ‘head’ of the clause) has been extracted and
which refers to that same element. In Hebrew,
resumptive pronouns may not appear in the
highest subject position of the relative clause
(17a); they freely alternate with gaps in direct
object positions (17b); and they are obligatory
in oblique object positions (17c) (Shlonsky
1992:444–445).
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(17a) )*הוא( אוהב את רינה-האיש ש
ha-±iš
še-(*hu) ±ohev ±et rina
the-man that-he
loves ACC Rina
‘The man who loves Rina’.
(17b) (האיש שראיתי )אותו
ha-±iš
še-ra±iti
(±oto)
the-man
that-saw.1cs ACC.him
‘The man whom I saw’.
(17c) (*)יו-האיש שחשבתי על
ha-±iš
še-îxašavti
≠al-*(av)
the-man that-thought.1cs about-him
‘The man whom I thought about’.
Sentences in which resumptive pronouns and
gaps freely alternate seem in many cases to
have semantically equivalent meanings, as can
be seen from the comparison of (18a) and (18b)
below. As in the pro-drop case, here too the
semantics must deal with a difﬁculty for the
theory of one-to-one correspondence between
syntax and semantics, caused in this case by the
optional extra argument of the verb.
(18a) השיר שאני אוהב
ha-šir
še-±ani
±ohev
the-song that-I
like
(18b) השיר שאני אוהב אותו
ha-šir
še-±ani ±ohev
±oto
the-song that-I
like
acc.it
both: ‘The song which I like’.
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pronoun disambiguates the sentence in favor of
the referential de-re reading, and the de-dicto
reading is unavailable (Doron 1982:26–27).
(19a) דן לא ימצא את האישה שהוא מחפש
dan lo
yimßa
±et
ha-±iša
Dan not will.ﬁnd ACC the.woman
še
hu me≤ape«
that he looks.for
(i) ‘Dan will not ﬁnd the [speciﬁc, existing] woman he is looking for’.
(ii) ‘Dan will not ﬁnd the woman he is
looking for [who may not exist]’.
(19b) דן לא ימצא את האישה שהוא מחפש
אותה.
dan
lo yimßa
±et
ha-±iša
Dan not will.ﬁnd acc the.woman
še
hu me≤ape« ±ota
that he looks.for acc.her
‘Dan will not ﬁnd the [speciﬁc, existing]
woman he is looking for’.
It appears, then, that resumptive pronouns do
indeed inform the semantics, and therefore cannot be ignored in its computation. The desideratum is a theory which will allow the resumptive
pronoun to be kept available to the semantics,
but at the same time block it from counting as
an extra argument of the predicate.
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Syntax: Biblical Hebrew
1. I n t r o d u c t i o n
In the following survey the syntactic structure of
Biblical Hebrew is primarily presented through
a description of the realization of the three
basic grammatical relations, the attributive, the
predicative, and the objective. These syntactic
relations are clearly reﬂected in the Semitic case
system, which marks the different syntactic
status of attributes, subjects/predicates, and
objects/adverbials by three distinct vowels: i, u,
and a, respectively (Goldenberg 1998b). From
this case system only vestiges have survived in
ֶ֖
ְ™ ַ ֽחיayμò
Biblical Hebrew. Phrases like תוֹ־א ֶרץ
±ÆrÆß ‘beasts of the earth’ (Gen. 1.24), ַהה ְֹפ ִ ֣כי
 ַה ֣צּוּרha-hò<púì haß-ßùr ‘who turns the rock’,
נוֹ־מיִ ם
ֽ ָ ְ ְל ַמ ְﬠיlë-ma≠yënò-m<åyim ‘into a pool of
water’ (Ps. 114.8) display superﬂuous ﬁnal vowels attached to the ﬁrst noun, which are widely
recognized as remnants of an earlier case system (for example, GKC 248–254; Waltke and
O’Connor 1990:127–128; Joüon and Muraoka
2006:259–262; Williams 2007:10).
The division into three basic syntactic relations is also reﬂected in the Semitic pronominal system, including Biblical Hebrew, which
has three distinct paradigms: independent pronouns ( ֲאנִ י±≥nì /  ָאנ ִֹכי±<ånòúì ‘I’,  ַא ָתּה±att<å ‘you
[ms]’,  ַא ְתּ±at ‘you [fs]’,  הוּאhù ‘he’,  ִהיא/ִהוא
hì ‘she’,  ֲאנַ ְחנוּ/ נַ ְחנוּ±≥na™nù/na™nù ‘we’, ַא ֶתּם
±attÆm ‘you [mpl]’,  ַא ֵתּן±attèn / ±attèn<å ‘you
[fpl]’,  ֵהםhèm / hèm ‘they [mpl]’,  ֵהנָּ הhènn<å
‘they [fpl]’) for subjects/predicates; possessive
sufﬁxes ( ִבּגְ ִדיbi<g≈ì ‘my garment’,  ִבּגְ דוֹbi<g≈ò
‘his garment’, etc.) for attributes; and object
sufﬁxes ( ְשׁ ָמ ַרנִ יšëm<åranì, יִ ְשׁ ְמ ֵרנִ י, yišmërènì ‘He
watched/watches/will watch me,’  ְשׁ ָמרוֹšëm<årò,
 יִ ְשׁ ְמ ֵרהוּyišmërèhù / יִ ְשׁ ְמ ֶרנּוּ, yišmërÆnnù ‘He
watched/watches/will watch him,’ etc.), distinct
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